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AUSTRALIAN POLITICS 2014 

The Labor Government propagated Marxist-Feminist ideology and the Liberal Coalition 

Government propagates the teaching of HOLOCAUST-SHOAH ideology, which is an 

expression of racial hatred against Germans. 

 

Why is Andrew Bolt silent on the teaching of racial hatred against Germans? Would he lose 

his job, if he investigated HOLOCAUST-SHOAH ideology, and began to question the gassing 

story? 
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We’re paying for the teaching of Marxist politics 
ANDREW BOLT, HERALD SUN, FEBRUARY 17, 2014 12:00AM 

 
Our universities are the last refuge of the Marxist. Source: HeraldSun 

MARXISTS murdered millions and wrecked every 

country they’ve led. Yet 25 years after the Berlin 

Wall’s fall, they still cling to power in Australia’s 

universities. 

Amazing. Yes, our universities are the last refuge of the 

Marxist — of people such as Victoria University politics 

lecturer Max Lane, recently on the executive council of 

the Revolutionary Socialist Party. 

Lane is now with the Socialist Alternative, which urges 

“the smashing of the capitalist state apparatus”, 

including the “dismantling” of “parliaments, courts, the 

armed forces and police”. 

Its followers “reject Australian patriotism” and “oppose 

all immigration controls”, and Lane last week dutifully 

sent a letter to the Jakarta Post to warn its Indonesian 

readers our immigration minister is actually a pirate 

who kills innocent people. 

“The forcible seizure of other people’s boats ... and the 

coerced towing them to a destination not of their choice 

would all seem to amount to piracy,” Lane thundered. 

“These are immoral, inhumane acts. 

“I would like to see Immigration and Border Protection 

Minister, Scott Morrison, and the puppet General doing 

his work charged with piracy and criminal negligence 

causing death.” 

It’s odd that we pay a man with such extreme views — 

and so ready to trash our reputation abroad — to teach 

students at a university. 

Sure, universities should teach all perspectives, so an 

odd Lane here and there is a detour to be expected. 

But scores of them? 

In fact, Lane is one of 12 academics listed to speak at 

Marxism 2014, a four-day conference over Easter, 

which the Socialist Alliance organisers persuaded 

Melbourne University to host on its grounds. (Would the 

university similarly play host to a conference of 

fascists?) 

Twelve academics is an astonishing turnout of speakers 

for a conference to promote a totalitarian ideology 

which has caused such devastation. 

But how well has the far Left captured our institutions 

— and public funding. 

And so the Marxism 2014 speakers include, for 

example, Professor Jane Kenway, of Monash 

University’s education faculty, who teaches tomorrow’s 

teachers. 

Then there’s socialist Rick Kuhn, a politics reader at the 

Australian National University; “socialist activist” Tom 

Bramble, a senior lecturer in industrial relations at the 

University of Queensland; Diane Fieldes, a teacher in 

industrial relations at the University of NSW; Lisa 

Milner, a filmmaker teaching media students at 

Southern Cross University; and Aboriginal radical Gary 

Foley of Victoria University. 

Other speakers include academics whose influence goes 

beyond the students they teach. 

Sarah Gregson, an industrial relations academic at the 

University of NSW, is also the president of her National 

Tertiary Education Union branch. (Her conference topic: 

“The RSL: foot soldiers of capital.”) 

Ali Alizadeh, who teaches literature and creative writing 

at Monash, also writes regularly forOverland, a far-Left 
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magazine generously funded by the Australia Council 

with more of our money. 

By coincidence, another speaker is Melbourne Workers 

Theatre co-founder Patricia Cornelius, a former 

academic now on the Australia Council’s Literature 

Assessment Panel, which helps to decide how much in 

grants to give magazines like — hey! — Overland. 

Hmmm. Why is it that Marxists are so dependent on 

state funding? 

And why do they get so much of it? Why, when even 

these Marxists’ children have shown their parents their 

politics is unworkable? 

You see, Marxism 2014 will hold a “School of Rebellion” 

to teach children as young as five “constructive, 

collective and organised rebellion” with lessons on “why 

unions matter” and “organising a student strike”, plus a 

little fun with “smashing capitalism: a piñata party”. 

But even the Green Left Weekly had to admit last 

year’s School of Rebellion ended with its 30 students 

rebelling against the school itself. 

It reported the children were given a “graffiti workshop” 

which “involved the kids making their demands and 

ideas known with spray paint”. 

They sure did: “Their demands included, ‘Free internet’, 

‘Free Food’, ‘Free everything!’ ” 

And then: “The older kids rebelled in a slam poetry 

session, electing a 10-year-old girl as their 

spokesperson and demanding to go outside and play 

soccer. Which they did.” 

Marxism in a nutshell: Here are mini-Marxists 

demanding everything be given to them free, and then 

refusing to work themselves. 

And how often have we seen what inevitably follows: 

the state using force to make some work to provide 

what the others take, and to crack down on those who 

protest? There will be no graffiti workshop at the School 

of Rebellion this year. 

That’s Marxism, kids. It’s amazing that after so many 

disastrous failures, your parents still believe this stuff. 

But far worse is that so many of your parents’ gurus 

are in our universities, trying to turn them into Schools 

of Rebellion, too. And we pay them. 

http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/opinion/were-

paying-for-the-teaching-of-marxist-politics/story-

fni0ffxg-1226828632591 

__________________________  

From: peter.sault@odeion.org   

Sent: Monday, 17 February 2014 8:03 PM 
To: Tony.Abbott.MP@aph.gov.au 

bolta@heraldsun.com.au; Fredrick Toben 
Cc: 'Adelaide Institute'; 'Attorney Correspondence' 

Subject: Re: and what about its replacement: 

HOLOCAUST STUDIES is now compulsory in New 
South Wales schools 

 
What a shame they can't teach kids all about 

LOGICAL FALLACIES. But then the kids might just 
ask to see some EVIDENCE. That would be 
unfortunate for the Holocaust industry because it 
hasn't got any. People who believe such claims 
without seeing any evidence must be the biggest 
IDIOTS in the universe. Either that or they have 
been CORRUPTED. There are no other options. 

And remember, the burden of proof rests with the 
Holocaust-Shoah believers, not with the 

Questioners-Revisionists. 

 __________________________________________________________ 

More expressed German hatred as the concept “Holocaust denial” is accepted 

without first questioning the premise on which it rests, an asking for 

empirical evidence to prove the assertions made. 

------------------------------------------- 

21st century technology makes Holocaust denial easy 

 
Feb 15, 2014 by JOE GANDELMAN, Editor-In-Chief 

Twenty-first technology can work wonders on things 

such as increasing instantaneous communication and 

even colorizing old photos and black and white 

movies, but has also had another impact: it makes 

holocaust denial much easier. 

Noga Gur Arieh, in an op-ed on Ynetnews.com, lays the 

case out perfectly — but one other factor needs to be 

added. Here’s a chunk of it: 

Are you sure the Holocaust really occurred? How do you 

know it is not one big fraud planned by the US and its 

allies? That the pictures that you see of piles of dead 

bodies are not just the bodies of Jews who fled to 

Europe from communist Russia and died from typhus 

disease? That the use of Zyklon B was not an attempt 

made by the Germans to stop the spread of this terrible 

disease? That when high-ranked Nazis admitted to 

committing terrible crimes against minorities and 

seeking to kill all Jews after they got arrested, weren’t 

forced to do so by the victors of the war? 

http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/opinion/were-paying-for-the-teaching-of-marxist-politics/story-fni0ffxg-1226828632591
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/opinion/were-paying-for-the-teaching-of-marxist-politics/story-fni0ffxg-1226828632591
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/opinion/were-paying-for-the-teaching-of-marxist-politics/story-fni0ffxg-1226828632591
mailto:peter.sault@odeion.org
mailto:Tony.Abbott.MP@aph.gov.au
mailto:bolta@heraldsun.com.au
http://themoderatevoice.com/author/joe/
http://themoderatevoice.com/191701/rare-historical-photos-in-color-photo-video-and-colorized-comedies-videos/
http://themoderatevoice.com/191701/rare-historical-photos-in-color-photo-video-and-colorized-comedies-videos/
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4488082,00.html
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What would you say to a Holocaust survivor’s testimony 

that confirms that information? Where she explains that 

the reason the Nazis cut their hair was lice epidemic, 

and that they were lucky to sleep in cramped bunk 

beds that the Nazis managed to arrange for them, 

because the alternative was sleeping outside in the 

cold. 

And, no, this paragraph is not made up: 

All of the above is part of a documentary named “Adolf 

Hitler – The Greatest Story Never Told.” This three-

hour long film is merely a small part of a growing list of 

conspiracy-based films claiming the Holocaust never 

existed. But “claiming” is not all they do. With the use 

of all types and kinds of documented “evidence,” 

accompanied by an American narration, they build a 

logical alternative explanation to the horrors of the 

Holocaust. 

They are also being sold on mainstream websites, such 

as Amazon, which provides them with another approval 

of authenticity of sort. 

The technology of the 21st century allows haters to 

deny the occurrence of the Holocaust with a simple 

editing program and some viral push in social networks. 

By doing so, and adding some dramatic music in the 

background, creators of those films fool thousands of 

unaware people every day. Lies that are easy for us to 

detect can seem as reliable facts to the many people 

who are not surrounded by the memory of the 

Holocaust. 

Up until recently, those Holocaust deniers, seeking to 

spread hate, had very little impact when facing 

Holocaust survivors and European citizens from back 

then. Unfortunately, with time, the number of 

witnesses is decreasing rapidly, and thus the lies can 

seem more reliable when carefully disguised. 

And so, Noga Gur Arieh notes, its those people who 

believe it’s important to TEACH facts and DEFEND 

FACTS as facts to do so. 

 
Nazi soldier executing Russian peasants. 

In a sense, this whole phenomenon of denying a fact is 

now old hat in the 21st century. Politics increasingly 

seems to operate in a way where people who have one 

belief repeat as a mantra “facts” that are not 

facts but anti-facts. They say them over and over, 

claim a source of an actual facts is lying and those who 

are in the choir accept it and repeat the anti-fact some 

more. If you consider a source of a fact a liar — forget 

whether a fact can be proven as such, because people 

in this mind-set most assuredly do — you can chip 

away at a fact being a fact. Who cares about 

documentation? It’s dismissed as being fabricated. 

In the case of the holocaust, there are many people 

such as yours truly who lost whole branches of their 

families as their relative who were men, women, and 

children were murdered by the Nazis in Germany, 

Russia and elsewhere. 

My grandfather Abraham Ravinsky before he died in 

1973 would open an old, yellowing scrapbook and point 

to whole pages of photos showing the Ravinskys of all 

ages murdered by the Nazis. 

Because of my curiosity, I recent watched on Netflix 

the BBC’s six episode series,Auschwitz: The Nazis and 

‘The Final Solution. It’s a documentary with re-

enactments but shows exactly what it looked like to the 

women, children, old and sick put in a line and then 

marched directly from the trains into the gas chambers. 

Most chilling: interviews with old Nazis who made it 

clear they had and HAVE no regrets about the Jewish 

men, women, children and infants, that they killed — 

and it was clear that if Nazism lived and they were 

asked to do it, some of them might murder them again. 

 
How can ANYONE forget these people and what 

happened to them? 

I then did an extensive image search about the Nazis — 

and will be forever haunted by the photo below of 

children being led to execution pits. Just look at that 

boy at the far right. 

 
Children prisoners in Nazi camps used for medical 

experiments. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auschwitz:_Inside_the_Nazi_State
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Auschwitz:_Inside_the_Nazi_State
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Or try to say it never happened. 

We see in politics in many countries how effective it is 

for partisans to simply deny a set of facts to stay in 

group think. We see how people will now only go to 

websites, listen to radio, or watch TV stations that only 

contain opinions that match theirs before they visit the 

websites, turn on the radio show or turn on the cble 

channel. There’s also now a revived interest in Hitler. 

Echo chambers are a dangerous thing, and the Internet 

allows quintessential “narrowcasting,” where people of 

one opinion can have their beliefs reaffirmed. 

 

The problem: if history can be dismissed as fake and 

facts be painted as being questionable, the it’s easier 

for horrific history to be repeated. 

And if it’s easy for something to occur again, chances 

are some day — perhaps in a different form — it will. 

H/T RealClearWorld 

 

http://themoderatevoice.com/191720/21st-century-

technologymakesholocaustdenialeasy/#UyODXrqS9AaK

xVwr.99

A LETTER TO MR GANDELMAN 
From: Fredrick Toben mailto:toben@toben.biz 

Sent: Sunday, 16 February 2014 6:30 PM 

To: jgandelman@themoderatevoice.com 

Subject: FW: 21st century technology makes Holocaust 

denial easy | The Moderate Voice 

Dear Mr Gandelman 

1. I have just been forwarded a copy of your essay, “21st 

century technology makes Holocaust denial easy”, wherein you 

make the claim that Holocaust questioners are motivated by 

hate. 

2. This assumption enables you not to self-reflect, not to 

question the basic premise on which the Holocaust narrative 

rests, and to continue accepting the official conspiracy theory, 

i.e. that Germans systematically exterminated European Jews 

in homicidal gas chambers, especially at Auschwitz. 

3. Are you aware of the fact that by you propagating the 

Holocaust-Shoah narrative you are actually the hater, the 

spreader of racial hatred against Germans? 

4. As you well know, in Europe the officially-sanctioned 

Holocaust narrative is legally protected in a number of 

countries, especially in Germany and Austria, and this 

therefore gives you a free reign in saying anything you like 

without fear of being contradicted, let alone without being 

legally persecuted. 

5. You may also be aware that there are Revisionists who 

have attempted for decades to engage in debates with 

Holocaust believers and thereby sort out the physical facts 

from assumed facts and pure fiction, without success. Such 

individuals have always been maligned if not outright 

defamed. 

6. What you have presented here is a mixture of assumptions 

and generalities that are worrisome. For example, did you 

know that in 1996 Robert Jan van Pelt and Deborah Dwork in 

their book Auschwitz” From 1270 to the present, actually de-

commission the homicidal gas chamber at Auschwitz-

Stammlager, and place it at Krema II, Auschwitz-Birkenau. 

But in 2002 Fritjof Meyer stated that the actual gassings 

occurred outside the camp in two nearby adjacent farm 

houses. Gitta Sereny claimed Auschwitz was not a death 

camp. These three individuals are all orthodox Holocaust 

believers and they have not been legally prosecuted for so-

called “Holocaust denial”. Your Auschwitz gassing story thus 

does not stand up to research that has been conducted at 

Auschwitz.  

7. Did you know that many of the photos used by Holocaust 

believers are actually from the liberation time when the 

German rail-supply system was in tatters. There are accounts 

of Germans living in worse conditions than that experienced by 

those living in concentration camps. The gruesome pictures 

often are claimed to have captured evidence of German 

cruelty when in fact they indicate the results of what saturated 

Allied bombing did to Germany and its people, both inside and 

outside of concentration camps. 

8. Finally, if you accuse Germans of racism and of hating 

Jews, then for the sake of intellectual balance you should also 

talk about the racism and hatred against non-Jews contained 

in  the Babylonian Talmud, which is the fountain from which 

Jews derive their moral/ethical consciousness. For example, 

your account, below, conveniently glosses over the 14 

February fire storm that destroyed Dresden, a city full of 

refugees – Jews and non-Jews – and thus skews your whole 

approach towards only one aspect of a devastating war whose 

specific narratives have gained legal protection, which does 

not mean we have factual certainty about assertions made 

under the concept “Holocaust” 

9. I would be pleased to receive a reply from you on this 

matter especially because you call yourself a moderate voice, 

and because no Revisionist I know ever says “it never 

happened” without defining the basic premises on which their 

arguments rest. 

Sincerely 

Fredrick Toben, 16 February 2914, Adelaide, Australia 

toben@toben.biz  

__________________________ 

PS: The following is from our French 

correspondent augmenting the matter further 

The Simon Wiesenthal Center stated: There were no 
extermination camps on German soil - in Books and 
Bookmen, April 1975, p. 5, also in Stars and Stripes, 24 
January1993. 

*** 
Robert Jan Van Pelt, a professor at the University of Waterloo, 
a Jew, architectural historian and a leading expert on 
AuschwitzNinety-nine per cent of what we know we do 
not actually have the physical evidence to prove . . . it 
has become part of our inherited knowledge - 27  
December 2009, Canadian online Toronto News. 
http://www.thestar.com/news/insight/article/742965
-a-case-for-letting-naturetakebackauschwitz 
 

*** 
Jacques Baynac, French historian stated: Il faut reconnaître 
que le manque de traces entraîne l'incapacité d'établir 
directement la réalité de l'existence des chambres à gaz 
homicides – One has to admit that the lack of evidence 
leads to the inability to establish directly the reality of 
the existence of homicidal gas chambers, in the Swiss 
paper Le Nouveau Quotidien de Lausanne, 1-2nd September 
1996. 

*** 
 

http://themoderatevoice.com/191019/springtime-for-hitler/
http://realclearworld.com/
http://themoderatevoice.com/191720/21st-century-technologymakesholocaustdenialeasy/#UyODXrqS9AaKxVwr.99
http://themoderatevoice.com/191720/21st-century-technologymakesholocaustdenialeasy/#UyODXrqS9AaKxVwr.99
http://themoderatevoice.com/191720/21st-century-technologymakesholocaustdenialeasy/#UyODXrqS9AaKxVwr.99
mailto:toben@toben.biz
mailto:jgandelman@themoderatevoice.com
mailto:toben@toben.biz
http://www.thestar.com/news/insight/article/742965-a-case-for-letting-naturetakebackauschwitz
http://www.thestar.com/news/insight/article/742965-a-case-for-letting-naturetakebackauschwitz
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Arno Mayer, professor of European history at Princeton 
University stated that there is no trace of any plan for the 
extermination of the Jews ...for the study of the gas 
chambers are at once rare and unreliable – at p. 362 in 

his book Why did the Heavens not Darken? The 'Final 
Solution' in History, New York, Pantheon Books, 1988.  

*** 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

And what is happening in Germany itself? The country 

is the most tolerant in the world. You can do and say 

almost anything because nothing is legally sacred 

except, of course, matters Holocaust. And so the 

absurd situation exists where Germans even 

congratulate Bomber Harris for having at the end of 

World War Two unnecessarily destroyed Dresden, 

among many other German cities, through fire storms 

caused by saturation bombings. The aim of this 

remnant of Allied wartime propaganda, as expressed 

below, is culturally to destroy the German people. 

This year’s Dresden 13-14 February commemorations 

by the Antifa sending individuals to celebrate Bomber 

Harris’ work, is gleefully published by Bild. 

DAS HAT DRESDEN GERADE NOCH GEFEHLT 
...Femen feiern Bomber-Harris! 

 
Femen-Aktivistin Debbie Anderson (22, li.) mit 

einer Sympathisantin aus Dresden. Sie sagt: 

„Lieber antideutsch als pronational!“ Foto: femen 
* 

15.02.2014 - 00:08 Uhr, Von CHRISTIAN FISCHER 

Dresden – Die Neonazis hat Dresden vergrault. Das 

Gedenken am 13. Februar lief ohne ihre Kundgebung. 

Dafür feierten die Nackedei-Protestmädels von Femen 

Bomber-Harris. 

Am Donnerstag stellten sie ein Foto in den 

Onlinedienst Twitter: Zwei junge Frauen ziehen blank und 

stehen oben ohne vor der Altstadtkulisse. Die Gesichter 

maskiert, Hände zur Faust geballt und in die Luft gereckt. 

http://www.bild.de/regional/dresden/femen/femen-

feiern-bomber-harris-34683758.bild.html  

*** 

And Germany continues to imprison those individuals who ask 

questions and seek physical evidence of that which would 

either support or reject the official Holocaust-Shoah narrative. 

The following letter received from Brandenburg Prison advises 

that the administration refused to hand out Horst Mahler 

Newsletter No 731-C containing the report on the Melbourne 

2013 Richard Wagner Ring production. Mahler has to apply for 

permission to have it sent in first. 

This was not the case at Bayreuth Prison where Gerhard Ittner 

is spending time. His letter follows below wherein he points 

out how ironic it is for him to be in full view of the Wagner 

Opera House from his prison cell, and that the newsletter 

dealing with the staging of Der Ring Des Nibelungen in 

Australia was hnded out to him.  

Why this different treatment of political prisoners in Germany 

will remain a mystery because German bureaucracie are 

loathe to give reasons whenever such reasons could 

illuminate/clarify prison policies.  

 

 

http://www.bild.de/themen/organisationen/twitter/digital-nachrichten-news-fotos-videos-18244546.bild.html
http://www.bild.de/regional/dresden/femen/femen-feiern-bomber-harris-34683758.bild.html
http://www.bild.de/regional/dresden/femen/femen-feiern-bomber-harris-34683758.bild.html
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Card sent by Gerd Ittner to Fredrick Töben  

_____________________________________________   

Some items from the Nordbayerischer Kurier, Bayreuth 

 IM NAMEN DES VATERS 

ZUM TODE IRIS WAGNERS:  

VON FLORIAN ZINNECKER, BAYREUTH, 10.01.2014 

14:25 UHR 

BAYREUTH. Sie suchte nicht die Öffentlichkeit, sie hat 

sie nie gesucht. Erst als es um Haus Wahnfried ging, ihr 

Elternhaus, mischte sie sich ein - und wurde zu einer 

scharfen Bayreuth-Kritikerin. Am Donnerstagmorgen ist 

Iris Wagner (71), älteste Urenkelin des Komponisten 

Richard Wagner, nach langer, schwerer Krankheit 

friedlich eingeschlafen. 

 
Letzter Besuch in Wahnfried: Iris Wagner (rechts) bei 

der Präsentation einer Friedelind-Wagner-Biographie im 

Juni 2012. Im Bild von links: Daphne Wagner, Dagny 

Beidler, Nike Wagner, Eva Rieger, Iris Wagner. Foto: 

Archiv 

http://www.nordbayerischerkurier.de/nachrichten/zu

m-tode-iris-wagners-im-namen-des-vaters_220032  

 

Richard-Wagner-Museum:  

Die kalkulierte Kostenexplosion 
Von Tobias Köpplinger, BAYREUTH, 03.01.2014 05:45 

Uhr 

BAYREUTH. Mal sind es faule Balken, mal schlechter 

Boden – das Ergebnis ist immer das gleiche: steigende 

Baukosten. Aktuelles Beispiel in Bayreuth: das Richard-

Wagner-Museum. Dort wird – wie berichtet – wieder 

eine neue Million gebraucht. Ein Grund: der schlechte 

Baugrund. Aber die Erde ist nicht das einzige Problem. 

Die anderen Gründe seien struktureller Natur wie bei 

fast jeder Baustelle, sagen Bund der Steuerzahler und 

Oberster Rechnungshof. 

 
http://www.nordbayerischerkurier.de/nachrichten/rich

ard-wagner-museum-die-kalkulierte-kostenexplosion  

*** 

- and here follows the usual stuff of re-education that 

impressionable Germans have had to endure since 

1945, with which Winifred Wagner was quite familiar – 

and still she did not recant. The imposition of an 

unjustified GUILT COMPLEX which, like the Christian 

“Original Sin” dogma that often prevents anyone from 

http://www.nordbayerischerkurier.de/nachrichten/zum-tode-iris-wagners-im-namen-des-vaters_220032
http://www.nordbayerischerkurier.de/nachrichten/zum-tode-iris-wagners-im-namen-des-vaters_220032
http://www.nordbayerischerkurier.de/nachrichten/richard-wagner-museum-die-kalkulierte-kostenexplosion
http://www.nordbayerischerkurier.de/nachrichten/richard-wagner-museum-die-kalkulierte-kostenexplosion
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critically thinking about fundamental human issues, is 

still an ongoing process in German education – and this 

is where the German philosophy, especially that of 

Hegel and Kant, liberates the mind, just as Richard 

Wagner’s music liberates the German mind from foreign 

mental occupation.  

No wonder Adolf Hitler stated to Winifred Wagner that 

with Wagner’s music he would found a new 

religion...which did not happen. But he understood the 

Wagnerian message: Die Gedanken sind frei! 

With hindsight it is understandable how the non-

Germanic world, especially the Jewish world, felt 

threatened by this new movement. 

*** 

Spurensuche im eigenen Leben: 

Die Jüdin Ajala Gabai sprach vor Bayreuther Schülern 

Von Julia Ziegler, BAYREUTH25.01.2014 14:21 Uhr 

BAYREUTH. Spurensuche in der eigenen Vergangenheit 

– für Überlebende des Holocaust ist das auch fast 70 

Jahre nach Ende des Zweiten Weltkriegs noch Alltag. 

Eine Suchende der eigenen Geschichte war gestern in 

Bayreuth zu Gast. In der Zamirhalle sprach die 69-

jährige Jüdin Ajala Gabai vor Schülern über ihr Leben. 

 
Liebe und Toleranz sind wichtige Werte für Ajala Gabai. 
Die 69-jährige Jüdin erzählte Bayreuther Schülern 
gestern ihre bewegte Lebensgeschichte. Foto: Harbach 
http://www.nordbayerischerkurier.de/nachrichten/spu

rensuche-im-eigenen-leben-die-juedin-ajala-gabai-

sprach  

________________________________________ 

BDS a hate crime?  
In France, legal vigilance punishes anti-Israel activists 

Some 20 pro-BDS activists have been convicted under the so-called Lellouche law, which has put 

France at the forefront of efforts to counter the movement through legal means. 

By JTA | Feb. 15, 2014 | 9:37 AM 

When Farida Trichine and 11 of her friends burst into a 

French supermarket in 2009 and began applying 

stickers with anti-Israel slogans to vegetables imported 

from the Jewish state, she expected to be escorted 

from the store by police. 

What she didn’t expect was to be convicted of inciting 

racial hatred and slapped with a $650 fine. 

Three months ago, a court in Colmar convicted the 12 activists 

under a French law that extended the definition of 

discrimination beyond the expected parameters of race, 

religion and sexual orientation to include members of national 

groups. 

What Trichine, who was wearing a “boycott Israel” shirt 

during the protest, saw as a protected act of political 

speech was being treated by the authorities like a hate 

crime. 

“It’s surprising that our actions are considered a crime when 

the real criminals are the colonists, the butchers of Gaza,” 

Trichine said in a video message in 2011, soon after her legal 

troubles began. 

Trichine, 54, is one of approximately 20 anti-Israel activists 

who have been convicted under France’s so-called Lellouche 

law. Named for the Jewish parliamentarian who introduced it 

in 2003, the law is among the world’s most potent legislative 

tools to fight the growing Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions 

movement, or BDS, and has catapulted France to the forefront 

of efforts to counter the movement through legal means. 

“The French government and judiciary’s determination in 

fighting discrimination, and the Lellouche law especially, are 

exemplary for Belgium and other nations where discriminatory 

BDS is happening,” said Joel Rubinfeld, co-chair of the 

European Jewish Parliament and president of the Belgian 

League Against Anti-Semitism. 

French authorities have acted aggressively in recent weeks to 

crack down on anti-Israel and anti-Jewish speech, most 

prominently by banning a tour by the comedian Dieudonne 

M’bala M’bala, who has been convicted multiple times of 

belittling the Holocaust and alleging that a Jewish mafia runs 

France, among other offenses. But the dragnet has also swept 

up BDS protesters whose actions have targeted Israel, not 

Jews. 

Pro-Israel activists in neighboring Belgium are pushing for a 

similar law to Lellouche, hoping it might also put a dent in BDS 

activities in that country. No other countries have followed 

France’s lead. In France, the official crackdown is sparking a 

backlash from activists who argue that the Lellouche law is too 

restrictive of free speech. More at:  

http://www.haaretz.com/jewishworld/1.574361 

******** 

U.S. Jewish leader: BDS is '21st century 

form of 20th century anti-Semitism’ 
By Judy Maltz | Feb. 17, 2014 | 3:33 PM 

Joe Lieberman to spearhead anti-Iran campaign, Conference 

of Presidents of Major Jewish Organizations executive VP 

Malcolm Hoenlein reveals. 

The Conference of Presidents of Major Jewish 

Organizations has set at the top of its agenda this year the 

goals of "educating" the world about the "dangers of Iran" and 

combating the delegitimization of Israel, long-serving 

executive vice-chairman Malcolm Hoenlein said Monday. 

Former U.S. senator and vice presidential candidate Joe 

Lieberman will head a special taskforce on Iran set up by the 

conference, Hoenlein disclosed at a press briefing called to 

mark the opening of the organization’s annual conference in 

Jerusalem. 

Hoenlein said that the former Democrat-turned-Independent 

senator from Connecticut would chair a “revised and 

http://www.nordbayerischerkurier.de/nachrichten/spurensuche-im-eigenen-leben-die-juedin-ajala-gabai-sprach
http://www.nordbayerischerkurier.de/nachrichten/spurensuche-im-eigenen-leben-die-juedin-ajala-gabai-sprach
http://www.nordbayerischerkurier.de/nachrichten/spurensuche-im-eigenen-leben-die-juedin-ajala-gabai-sprach
http://www.haaretz.com/misc/writers/jta-1.428693
http://www.haaretz.com/jewishworld/1.574361
http://www.haaretz.com/misc/writers/judy-maltz-1.443562
http://www.conferenceofpresidents.org/
http://www.conferenceofpresidents.org/
http://www.haaretz.com/jewish-world/jewish-world-features/.premium-1.531769
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reorganized” taskforce, whose mission was to “educate people 

around the world that Iran represents a global 

danger.” Lieberman, an Orthodox Jew, was Al Gore’s running 

mate in 2000. 

“We do not believe that things have changed under [Iranian 

President Hassan] Rohani,” said Hoenlein. “He continues with 

the same threats, the same rhetoric, there are more 

executions under him, human rights violations and support for 

terrorists, and it is outrageous that the world doesn’t challenge 

this. The idea that we’re entering new era has not been 

demonstrated.” 

Another key item on the organization’s agenda this year, he 

said, was combating the delegitimization of Israel. To this end, 

another taskforce representing more than 60 organizations 

had been created and was now being headed by real estate 

and media mogul Mort Zuckerman. 

“The boycott movement is only one manifestation of this 

deligitimization,” said Hoenlein, “and perhaps not the most 

serious. To me, the issue of denigration, demonization and 

isolation of Israel – whether it’s on college campuses, in 

church groups, in unions, or in the cultural and entertainment 

sectors – is to me a greater danger in the long run.” 

Hoenlein said he did not believe the boycott movement was 

having a “great economic impact” at the moment, “but it 

could, and we have to make sure it doesn’t.” 

Evoking the Holocaust, he called the BDS (boycott, 

divestment and sanctions) movent, which campaigns 

against Israel, the “21st century form of 20th century 

anti-Semitism.” 

“It is the same manifestation except that now they’re 

attacking the collective Jew – Israel – rather than the 

individual Jew, as they did 70 years ago,” said Hoenlein. 

“We recognize that when they say Israel, they mean all 

of us.” 

Addressing the opening of the conference of Jewish American 

leaders earlier in the day, Habayit Hayehudi Chairman and 

Minister of Jerusalem and Diaspora affairs Naftali Bennett 

echoed these words, calling the boycott movement “a new 

form of anti-Semitism” not to be mistaken with “friendly 

criticism.” 

The delegation of Jewish American leaders arrived in Israel 

following a trip to Spain where they met with top government 

leaders and officials. Referring to the recent decision by Spain 

to grant citizenship to Jews whose ancestors were expelled 

from the country hundreds of years ago, Hoenlein said: “We 

saw a country confronting history, although 500 years late. 

That fact is that the Spanish government, in this action, is 

saying they recognize what happened. While they can’t undo 

it, they can at least acknowledge to those of Spanish descent 

that they are welcome in Spain. This is a watershed in terms 

of Spain’s relationship with its Jewish community.” 

Hoenlein said it was impossible at this point to assess what 

“the practical implications” of this new law would be. Asked 

whether he thought the decision was motivated by Spain’s 

economic difficulties, he said: “I do not think it’s economically 

driven. Could there be economic motivations? Maybe. But it’s 

certainly not inherent in the legislation. That was not the 

motivating factor. People talked more about mea culpas.” 

http://www.haaretz.com/jewish-world/jewish-world-

news/.premium-1.574711  

 
The Holocaust-Shoah narrative will not save those who 

seek to destroy Palestine! History is repeating itself - 

remember this? 

 

 

 
http://www.fourwinds10.net/siterun_data/history/eur

opean/news.php?q=1386098052 
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